
Halo formation and satellite galaxies



Formation of the Milky Way 
(more than 10 billion years ago)

Details not totally known



Sagittarius Dwarf Elliptical Galaxy 
Size: 3 kpc
Distance from Galactic Center: 15 ± 2 kpc
Distance from the Sun: 20 ± 2 kpc

Andromeda
Distance: 780 kpc

Small Magellanic Cloud
Distance from Galactic Center: 61 kpc

The Milky Way

Large Magellanic Cloud
Distance from Galactic Center: 50 kpc

Closest galaxy to the Milky Way: Sagittarius Dwarf Elliptical Galaxy (SagDEG)
(discovered in 1994, opposite side of the galactic core from Earth)

SagDEG is old & metal poor galaxy with little interstellar dust and 
composed largely of Population II stars, best seen in near infrared



 Sagittarius Dwarf Elliptical Galaxy



Sagittarius Dwarf Elliptical Galaxy 
• It started as a round shape 
• It passed through plane of Milky Way several times in the past 
• Now ripped apart into a long stellar stream

(artist’s impression)



Classification of galaxies



Elliptical galaxy
Spiral galaxy

Irregular galaxy

Classification of galaxies according to their morphology



Most used, but unphysical, sequence !  



Classification scheme for galaxies
(from De Vaucouleurs 1959)

Milky Way

Large Magellanic Cloud

Andromeda



Andromeda galaxy
Distance: 778 ± 33 kpc

Galaxy type: Sb

Messier 32
(dwarf elliptical galaxy)



Andromeda galaxy



Face on spiral galaxyEdge on spiral galaxy

NGC 891 NGC 6744

Spiral galaxies



Large Magellanic Cloud NGC 1427

Irregular galaxies

Small Magellanic Cloud



Two elliptical galaxies, which one is larger?

ESO 325-G004Leo I

Giant elliptical galaxy
Dwarf elliptical galaxy



Type S0 Type SB0

Lenticular galaxies

NGC 524 NGC 936



a

b

f = (a−b) / a × 10
For a = b ⟼ f = 0, spherical galaxy E0

Most flat elliptical galaxies: E7
Typical elliptical galaxies: E3

Classification of elliptical galaxies: E0, E1 ... E7 



Type E0                             Type E4                             Type E5  

Elliptical galaxies

NGC 4552                                             NGC 4472                                          NGC 4621



Hoag's Object
Galaxy type: S0r (ring galaxy) 
Distance: 183 ± 8 Mpc

Galaxy type: S0r (ring galaxy) 



Peculiar galaxies have abnormal features

Peculiar elliptical galaxy with jet 
(origine: supermassive black hole 
at center) 

Galaxy type: E0 pec
Distance: 16.40 ± 0.50 Mpc Galaxy: Messier 87



Tadpole Galaxy

Interacting galaxies
Galaxy type: SB pec
Distance: 130 Mpc

Peculiar galaxies have abnormal features



NGC 2207

IC 2163 
(highly distorted by strong tidal forces)

Colliding galaxies
(early phase of interaction)
Distance: 24.9 ± 12 Mpc

Peculiar galaxies have abnormal features



? Or a simple close encounter?
Relative velocity: 110 km/s

Galaxy collision: final faith of Andromeda & Milky Way



NGC 4874

Supergiant elliptical galaxy NGC 4874
Near center of cluster of galaxies Coma
Galaxy type: cD E0
Size: ~ 300 kpc
Mass in stars: M ~ 3×1011 M⊙
Total mass: M ~ 1×1013 M⊙
Distance: 109 Mpc

Peculiar galaxies have abnormal features



Property Ellipticals Spirals Irregulars

Fraction ≳ 60% ≲ 30% ≲ 15%

Total mass 105 − 1013 M⊙ 109 − 1012 M⊙ 107 − 1010 M⊙

Luminosity 105 − 1011 L⊙ 109 − 1011 L⊙ 107 − 1010 L⊙

Diameter (0.01 − 5) dMW (0.02 − 1.5) dMW (0.05 − 0.25) dMW

Molecular & 
atomic gas low 5 − 15 % 15 − 25 %

Properties of galaxies with different morphologies
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Large Magellanic Cloud

Galaxy stellar mass

Stellar mass function of galaxies in nearby universe

Milky Way

Andromeda
Observations
Model



Measuring the mass of galaxies



Spiral galaxy Messier 33 (Triangulum Galaxy )
Galaxy type: Scd
Distance: 730 - 940 kpc

Method 1: rotation curve of spiral galaxies



Method 1: rotation curve of spiral galaxies

Emission line in 
spectra of a galaxy

Velocity from Doppler shift:

Larger velocities imply larger masses
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⟹ rotation velocity at large distance from center
Result: galaxies can rotate so fast if a large component made of invisible matter (dark matter)

Spiral galaxy Messier 33
Galaxy type: Scd
Distance uncertain: 730 - 940 kpc

Moving towards us
(blue shift)

Moving away from us 
(red shift)

Hydrogen emission at λ = 21 cm of spiral galaxies to measure Doppler shift 



Rotation curve of Messier 33
Total mass: M = 5×1010 M⊙

Additional m
ass (dark m

atter ) necessary 
to explain high velocities at large distances

Hydrogen emission at λ = 21 cm of spiral galaxies to measure Doppler shift 



Rotation curves of nearby spiral galaxies



Matter of spiral galaxies dominated by Dark Matter Halo

Dark matter halo: hypothetical large envelope surrounding galactic disk 
of matter that is not made of atoms and that does not emit light



Method 2: velocity dispersion of stars in elliptical galaxies

Doppler shift of  many stars 
⟹ velocity dispersion Δv

For virial theorem, kinetic energy of 
stars related to gravitational potential:

Ek = − Eg / 2
large Δv  ⟹  large M

Δv ∝ (M/R)1/2 

M & R : mass & radius of galaxies



Method 3: X-ray image of elliptical galaxies
(temperature of gas T ~ 106 K)

Optical image (red) & X-ray emission (white contours)
X-ray emission larger than stellar component

Large extent of X-ray emission 
⟹ high T  ⟹  large M

(high gravity field prevents gas to escape)



Cosmic Horseshoe
Redshift (distance) of lens: z = 0.446 
Redshift lensed galaxy: z = 2.379

Background object: distorted and 
amplified light of blue galaxy (lensed)

Foreground object: 
luminous red galaxy (lens)

Method 4: gravitational lensing

Large deflection angle of lensed galaxy
⟹  large M of the lens

Deflection angle: θ = 4GM/(dc2) 
d: distance of the lens from Earth

θ



Method 5 (stellar component only): population synthesis model of galaxies

Best fit (combination of many 
models of stellar spectra)

Observed spectrum

Models of stellar spectra

Stellar class

Total number of stars in best fit necessary to explain observations gives stellar mass

Population synthesis model of an elliptical galaxy



Salpeter IMF:
ξ(M ) ∝ M −α

α = 2.35

The Sun

Mass of stars (in units of M⊙)

Turn off?

Stellar mass depends on initial mass function (IMF) for stars

Corollary 1: stellar mass of galaxies dominated by small (then cold) stars
Corollary 2: stellar mass best estimated using near infrared observations
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Distance of galaxies



Distance (parsec)

 (A
nd
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m

ed
a)

Astronomical distances: found from one method to calibrate other methods
⟹ from near universe to largest distances

Mutual gravitational attraction 
dominates over cosmic expansion

Cosmological models 
(for redshift v/c  >  0.1)

Hubble law 
20−1000 Mpc

Distance ladder



Distances measured from standard candles
(same class of objects have similar luminosity L)

– 3 –

Absolute AB magnitude of galaxy at redshift z > 0.1 and observed at �obs:

MAB(�r) = mAB(�obs)� 25� 5⇥ log(DL) + 2.5 log(1 + z) (2)

DL: luminosity distance (Mpc) at redshift z and for a given cosmological model

�r = �obs/(1 + z): rest-frame wavelength

Observed wavelength: �obs = �r ⇥ (1 + z)

FH↵: measured flux density of H↵ emission line (erg s�1 cm�2)

DL: luminosity distance in cm

LH↵ = 4⇡D2
LFH↵ (3)

LH↵: H↵ line luminosity (erg s�1)

1 pc = 3.08568⇥ 1018 cm

F =
L

4⇡d2
(4)

Observed flux
(measured on Earth)

Distance can be derived

Emitted power
(known for standard candles)

M = m − 5 log (d ) + 5

Absolute magnitude
(known for standard candles) Observed magnitude

⇆

Distance (in parsec) can be derived
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Cepheid variable stars as standard candles



Measured period ⟹ Absolute magnitude M
With measured magnitude m ⟹ distance: 

  log d = (M − m) / 5 − 1

Cepheid variable stars as standard candles



(vmax)

Tully-Fisher relation

L ∝ (vmax) 4

Measured line width ⟹ rotational velocity vmax  

With Tully-Fisher relation ⟹ luminosity L
And measured flux F ⟹ distance:   

d = [L / (4π F )]½



Faber-Jackson relation in elliptical galaxies

Equivalent to Tully-Fisher relation seen for spiral galaxies

Δv ≡ σ 

Absolute magnitude (MB)



Redshift and expansion of the Universe



More distant galaxies moving away from Milky Way faster than closer galaxies

The Universe must Be Expanding!

Expansion of the Universe & the Hubble law

Since 2018 called Hubble-Lemaître law

Georges Lemaître (1927):
Recession velocity v proportional to their distance d

Edwin Hubble (1929):
Experimental confirmation that v ∝ d 



Hubble’s original data of “Extra-Galactic Nebulae” (1929)

First measured expansion rate: Ho = 500 km s−1 Mpc −1

Measured today: Ho ≃ 70 km s−1 Mpc −1

Hubble-Lemaître law: v = Ho × d 
v: velocity
Ho: Hubble constant
d: distance

Distance (parsec) 
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Expansion of of the Universe

Time

Wavelength of cosmic radiation is stretched ⟹ Universe gets colder



Tim
e

Expansion of of the Universe & cosmological redshift



Wavelength λ (nm)
   400                   500              600           700  

Redshift is Doppler effect due to expansion of the universe

Star

redshift
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Redshift z:
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   log z

Distance d vs. redshift z

Ho = 70 km s−1 Mpc−1 

Hubble constant (exact value still debated)

Hubble-Lemaître law:
zc = v = Ho × d 
v: recession velocity 
c: light speed



Parameters given by 
Big Bang & Cosmological Model

Age of the universe

Example: a galaxy observed with redshift z = 2
• Distance of galaxy from Earth at time when light left (distance then): ~ 5.8 Gly
• Distance at time of observations (distance now): ~ 17.5 Gly
• Time it takes to light to reach Earth (lookback time): ~ 10.5 Gly
• Age of universe of observed galaxy: 14 − 10.5 = 3.5 Gyrs

Gly: 109 light years
Gyrs: 109 years



Parameters given by 
Big Bang & Cosmological Model

Age of the universe

Most distant GRB 090423
z=8.26
619 Myr after BB

Hubble Law (linear relation) 
d = v / Ho = z × c / Ho

Most distant galaxy 
z=11.09
414 Myr after BB

Recession velocity (more general for z > 0.1):
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Most distant quasar 
z=7.54 
699 Myr after BB



Accelerated expansion of the Universe



Supernovae Type Ia as standard candles 
to measure cosmological distances

Nobel Prize 2011: ”For the discovery of the accelerating expansion 
of the Universe through observations of distant supernovae”

Saul Perlmutter Brian Schmidt Adam Riess



SN 1998ub

Supernovae Type Ia as standard candles

Galaxy Messier 96, observed on 
17/05/1998, shows supernova event  

Same galaxy Messier 96 observed 
2 years before (15/04/1996)



Supernova Ia as standard candles

White dwarf

Companion star

Accretion disk

Standard candle because explosion occurs when mass of white dwarf 
reaches a particular value: Chandrasekhar limit  M = 1.4 M⊙



Supernova light curves

Peak luminosity:
L = 5.5×109 L⊙

Supernovae Type Ia have similar luminosity at peak 



clear that essentially the same physical processes are oc-
curring in all of these explosions.

The detailed uniformity of the type Ia supernovae im-
plies that they must have some common triggering mech-
anism (see the box on page 56). Equally important, this
uniformity provides standard spectral and light-curve
templates that offer the possibility of singling out those su-
pernovae that deviate slightly from the norm. The complex
natural histories of galaxies had made them difficult to
standardize. With type Ia supernovae, however, we saw
the chance to avoid such problems. We could examine the
rich stream of observational data from each individual ex-
plosion and match spectral and light-curve fingerprints to
recognize those that had the same peak brightness.

Within a few years of their classification, type Ia su-
pernovae began to bear out that expectation. First, David
Branch and coworkers at the University of Oklahoma
showed that the few type Ia outliers—those with peak
brightness significantly different from the norm—could
generally be identified and screened out.4 Either their
spectra or their “colors” (the ratios of intensity seen
through two broadband filters) deviated from the tem-
plates. The anomalously fainter supernovae were typically
redder or found in highly inclined spiral galaxies (or both).
Many of these were presumably dimmed by dust, which
absorbs more blue light than red. 

Soon after Branch’s work, Mark Phillips at the Cerro
Tololo Interamerican Observatory in Chile showed that
the type Ia brightness outliers also deviated from the tem-
plate light curve—and in a very predictable way.5 The su-
pernovae that faded faster than the norm were fainter at
their peak, and the slower ones were brighter (see figure
1). In fact, one could use the light curve’s time scale to pre-
dict peak brightness and thus slightly recalibrate each su-
pernova. But the great majority of type Ia supernovae, as
Branch’s group showed, passed the screening tests and
were, in fact, excellent standard candles that needed no
such recalibration.6

Cosmological distances
When the veteran Swiss researcher Gustav Tammann and
his student Bruno Leibengut first reported the amazing
uniformity of type Ia supernovae, there was immediate in-
terest in trying to use them to determine the Hubble con-
stant, H0, which measures the present expansion rate of
the cosmos. That could be done by finding and measuring
a few type Ia supernovae just beyond the nearest clusters
of galaxies, that is, explosions that occurred some 100 mil-
lion years ago. An even more challenging goal lay in the

tantalizing prospect that we could find such standard-
candle supernovae more than ten times farther away and
thus sample the expansion of the universe several billion
years ago. Measurements using such remote supernovae
might actually show the expected slowing of the expansion
rate by gravity. Because that deceleration rate would de-
pend on the cosmic mean mass density rm, we would, in ef-
fect, be weighing the universe.

If mass density is, as was generally supposed a decade
ago, the primary energy constituent of the universe, then
the measurement of the changing expansion rate would
also determine the curvature of space and tell us about
whether the cosmos is finite or infinite. Furthermore, the
fate of the universe might be said to hang in the balance:
If, for example, we measured a cosmic deceleration big
enough to imply a rm exceeding the “critical density” rc
(roughly 10–29 gm/cm3), that would indicate that the uni-
verse will someday stop expanding and collapse toward an
apocalyptic “Big Crunch.”

All this sounded enticing: fundamental measure-
ments made with a new distance standard bright enough
to be seen at cosmological distances. The problem was that
type Ia supernovae are a pain in the neck, to be avoided if
anything else would do. At the time, a brief catalog of rea-
sons not to pursue cosmological measurement with type Ia
supernovae might have begun like this: 
! They are rare. A typical galaxy hosts only a couple of
type Ia explosions per millennium.
! They are random, giving no advance warning of where
to look. But the scarce observing time at the world’s largest
telescopes, the only tools powerful enough to measure
these most distant supernovae adequately, is allocated on
the basis of research proposals written more than six
months in advance. Even the few successful proposals are
granted only a few nights per semester. The possible oc-
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Figure 1. Light curves of nearby, low-redshift type Ia super-
novae measured by Mario Hamuy and coworkers.7 (a) Ab-

solute magnitude, an inverse logarithmic measure of intrinsic
brightness, is plotted against time (in the star’s rest frame) be-

fore and after peak brightness. The great majority (not all of
them shown) fall neatly onto the yellow band. The figure

emphasizes the relatively rare outliers whose peak brightness
or duration differs noticeably from the norm. The nesting of

the light curves suggests that one can deduce the intrinsic
brightness of an outlier from its time scale. The brightest

supernovae wax and wane more slowly than the faintest. (b)
Simply by stretching the time scales of individual light

curves to fit the norm, and then scaling the brightness by an
amount determined by the required time stretch, one gets all

the type Ia light curves to match.5,8

und

−20                0                20              40              60
Days

B-band absolute magnitude

Supernovae Ia light curves

• Peak is wider in time for brighter supernovae
• Phillips Relation to infer the “intrinsic absolute brightness” (“standard candle”) of SN Ia

    Observed distance of a standard candle
   d = [L / (4π F )]1/2

Supernovae Type Ia as standard candles

Peak luminosity is different 
in different supernovae



Δm15(B): B-band observed magnitude drop in 15 days after maximum

Mmax(B): B-band absolute magnitude at peak

Supernovae Type Ia as standard candles

Phillips Relation derived from many SN Ia 

Δm15 (B)
M

m
ax
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Mmax(B)

Supernovae Ia light curve



clear that essentially the same physical processes are oc-
curring in all of these explosions.

The detailed uniformity of the type Ia supernovae im-
plies that they must have some common triggering mech-
anism (see the box on page 56). Equally important, this
uniformity provides standard spectral and light-curve
templates that offer the possibility of singling out those su-
pernovae that deviate slightly from the norm. The complex
natural histories of galaxies had made them difficult to
standardize. With type Ia supernovae, however, we saw
the chance to avoid such problems. We could examine the
rich stream of observational data from each individual ex-
plosion and match spectral and light-curve fingerprints to
recognize those that had the same peak brightness.

Within a few years of their classification, type Ia su-
pernovae began to bear out that expectation. First, David
Branch and coworkers at the University of Oklahoma
showed that the few type Ia outliers—those with peak
brightness significantly different from the norm—could
generally be identified and screened out.4 Either their
spectra or their “colors” (the ratios of intensity seen
through two broadband filters) deviated from the tem-
plates. The anomalously fainter supernovae were typically
redder or found in highly inclined spiral galaxies (or both).
Many of these were presumably dimmed by dust, which
absorbs more blue light than red. 

Soon after Branch’s work, Mark Phillips at the Cerro
Tololo Interamerican Observatory in Chile showed that
the type Ia brightness outliers also deviated from the tem-
plate light curve—and in a very predictable way.5 The su-
pernovae that faded faster than the norm were fainter at
their peak, and the slower ones were brighter (see figure
1). In fact, one could use the light curve’s time scale to pre-
dict peak brightness and thus slightly recalibrate each su-
pernova. But the great majority of type Ia supernovae, as
Branch’s group showed, passed the screening tests and
were, in fact, excellent standard candles that needed no
such recalibration.6

Cosmological distances
When the veteran Swiss researcher Gustav Tammann and
his student Bruno Leibengut first reported the amazing
uniformity of type Ia supernovae, there was immediate in-
terest in trying to use them to determine the Hubble con-
stant, H0, which measures the present expansion rate of
the cosmos. That could be done by finding and measuring
a few type Ia supernovae just beyond the nearest clusters
of galaxies, that is, explosions that occurred some 100 mil-
lion years ago. An even more challenging goal lay in the

tantalizing prospect that we could find such standard-
candle supernovae more than ten times farther away and
thus sample the expansion of the universe several billion
years ago. Measurements using such remote supernovae
might actually show the expected slowing of the expansion
rate by gravity. Because that deceleration rate would de-
pend on the cosmic mean mass density rm, we would, in ef-
fect, be weighing the universe.

If mass density is, as was generally supposed a decade
ago, the primary energy constituent of the universe, then
the measurement of the changing expansion rate would
also determine the curvature of space and tell us about
whether the cosmos is finite or infinite. Furthermore, the
fate of the universe might be said to hang in the balance:
If, for example, we measured a cosmic deceleration big
enough to imply a rm exceeding the “critical density” rc
(roughly 10–29 gm/cm3), that would indicate that the uni-
verse will someday stop expanding and collapse toward an
apocalyptic “Big Crunch.”

All this sounded enticing: fundamental measure-
ments made with a new distance standard bright enough
to be seen at cosmological distances. The problem was that
type Ia supernovae are a pain in the neck, to be avoided if
anything else would do. At the time, a brief catalog of rea-
sons not to pursue cosmological measurement with type Ia
supernovae might have begun like this: 
! They are rare. A typical galaxy hosts only a couple of
type Ia explosions per millennium.
! They are random, giving no advance warning of where
to look. But the scarce observing time at the world’s largest
telescopes, the only tools powerful enough to measure
these most distant supernovae adequately, is allocated on
the basis of research proposals written more than six
months in advance. Even the few successful proposals are
granted only a few nights per semester. The possible oc-
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Figure 1. Light curves of nearby, low-redshift type Ia super-
novae measured by Mario Hamuy and coworkers.7 (a) Ab-

solute magnitude, an inverse logarithmic measure of intrinsic
brightness, is plotted against time (in the star’s rest frame) be-

fore and after peak brightness. The great majority (not all of
them shown) fall neatly onto the yellow band. The figure

emphasizes the relatively rare outliers whose peak brightness
or duration differs noticeably from the norm. The nesting of

the light curves suggests that one can deduce the intrinsic
brightness of an outlier from its time scale. The brightest

supernovae wax and wane more slowly than the faintest. (b)
Simply by stretching the time scales of individual light

curves to fit the norm, and then scaling the brightness by an
amount determined by the required time stretch, one gets all

the type Ia light curves to match.5,8
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Supernovae Type Ia as standard candles

B-band absolute magnitude
as measured

Stretch-factor corrected

    After this correction, 
supernovae Ia are real 

standard candles



redshift z = 1.2

Supernova Ia are bright ⟹ can be detected at high distance



Supernova UDS10Wil
redshift: z = 1.914

Age of the universe at time of emission: 3.46 Gyr
Look back time: 10.26 Gyr

Most distant supernova Ia ever detected



Supernovae type Ia and cosmology: the accelerating Universe

ΩΛ = ΩM = 0

 ΩΛ = 0, ΩM = 1

ΩΛ = 0.7, ΩM = 0.3

⧳ ⧮ Supernova Ia data (2007)

velocity (expanding universe)
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models

m: observed magnitude
M: absolute magnitude (standard candle) 

Best fit model

Lines:
different cosmological models



The accelerating expansion of the Universe

Change of sign in rate of expansion 
From decelerating to accelerating 
at redshift z ~ 0.6

Time since Big Bang


